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LAW
Michael Engelberg, Assistant General Counsel
Telephone: (416) 345-6305
Fax: (416) 345-6972
E-mail: mengelberg@HydroOne.com

October 01, 2019
Ms. Kirsten Walli
Board Secretary
Ontario Energy Board
Suite 2700
2300 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M4P 1E4
Dear Ms. Walli:
Re: EB‐2016‐0315 – The Implementation of the Ontario Energy Board Decision to eliminate
the Hydro One Networks Inc. Distribution Seasonal Rate Class

In Procedural Order No. 3 dated September 17, 2019, the Board determined that it would treat
Section 5 of Hydro One Networks Inc.’s (“Hydro One”) July 19, 2019, filing entitled “Alternate
Approach to Elimination of the Seasonal Class” as a Rule 42 motion to review part of the
Board’s decision of March 12, 2015 (“the March 2015 Decision”) in Hydro One’s 2015‐2019
distribution rate application in proceeding EB‐2013‐0416.
The attached document provides additional material for the purposes of the motion and
includes Hydro One’s submission on the threshold question of whether the March 2015
Decision should be reviewed.

Yours very truly,
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY MICHAEL ENGELBERG PER HENRY ANDRE
Michael Engelberg
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ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD

In the matter of THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD DECISION
TO ELIMINATE THE HYDRO ONE NETWORKS INC.
DISTRIBUTION SEASONAL RATE CLASS

and in the Matter of PROCEDURAL ORDER NO. 3 DATED
SEPTEMBER 17, 2019

SUBMISSION OF HYDRO ONE NETWORKS INC.
1.

In Procedural Order No. 3 (“PO #3”) issued by the Board in the above-noted matter,
the Board determined that it would treat Section 5, entitled “Alternate Approach to
Elimination of the Seasonal Class”, of Hydro One Networks Inc.’s (“Hydro One”)
July 19, 2019 filing as a Rule 42 motion to review part of the Board’s decision of
March 12, 2015 (“the March 2015 Decision”) in Hydro One’s 2015-2019
distribution rate application in proceeding EB-2013-0416 (“the Original
Proceeding”).

2.

Hydro One is therefore asking, pursuant to Rule 40.01, that the Board review and
vary the March 2015 Decision.

3.

In Procedural Order No. 3, the Board also invited Hydro One to file additional
material and submissions for purposes of the said motion, as well as to make
submissions on the threshold question that is the subject of Rule 42.01 of the
Board’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.
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MISSIONS ON THE THRESHOL
T
LD ISSUE
SUBM

4.

Rule 42.01 states that the
t requestin
ng party shaall set out the grounds foor the motioon
a to the co
orrectness o f the decisiion, which grounds maay
that raise a question as
include:

a)

error in
n fact;

b)

changee in circumsttances;

c)

new faacts that havee arisen; and
d

d)

facts th
hat were not previously in
i evidence in the proceeeding and coould not havve
been diiscovered by
y reasonable diligence att the time.

5.

Hydro Onee submits th
hat although
h Hydro Onee needs to show only one of thosse
grounds in order
o
to meeet the thresho
old, the fact is that all foour grounds aare met.

CHA
ANGE IN CIRCUMST
C
TANCES, NEW
N
FACT
TS THAT HAVE AR
RISEN, AND
D
FACTS THAT WERE NO
OT PREVIO
OUSLY IN EVIDENC
CE AND CO
OULD NOT
HAV
VE BEEN DISCOVERE
ED BY REA
ASONABLE
E DILIGEN
NCE AT TH
HE TIME

i.
6.

oard’s Subssequent Deccision to Moove to All-Fiixed Resideential Rates
The Bo

On April 2, 2015, severral weeks aftter the Marchh 2015 Deciision, the Booard issued itts
policy on a new distribution rate deesign for ressidential elecctricity custoomers. Thenn,
on July 16,, 2015, the Board issueed a letter too all licenseed electricityy distributorrs
establishing
g how it would
w
impleement its nnew policy of moving to all-fixeed
residential distribution
d
rates (“all-ffixed rates”) . On Septem
mber 30, 20115, the Boarrd
ordered thaat the move to all-fixed rates wouldd apply to cuustomers in Hydro One’s
Seasonal Class
C
(“the September
S
20
015 Order”)). The Boarrd policy to move to alllfixed rates,, and the September 2015 Order that the policy would apply to thhe
Seasonal Class,
C
is nott only a neew fact on its own, buut also a nnew fact thaat
immediately
y signified a change in circumstancces and the ccreation of nnew facts thaat
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could not have been previously discovered. The September 2015 Order had a
significant and dramatic impact on the evidence led in the Original Proceeding that
resulted in the March 2015 Decision and in the assessment of that evidence by
Hydro One, intervenors and the Board.

ii.

New Fact Showing How the Move to All-Fixed Residential Distribution

Rates Addressed the Board’s Previous Concern
7.

The changes to Seasonal Class distribution rates resulting from the September 2015
Order largely addressed the concerns raised by the Balsam Lake Coalition (“BLC”),
the intervenor whose concerns were relied upon by the Board in the March 2015
Decision. At page 48 of the March 2015 Decision, the Board wrote:
The OEB is aware that the elimination of the seasonal class
will cause rate impacts, particularly for lower volume
seasonal customers. At the same time, the OEB is mindful
of BLC’s submission that this group of customers is not
paying the full costs of the service they receive.

8.

In making that statement, the Board was voicing its concern that low-volume
seasonal customers were not paying the full costs of serving them, and the Board
was relying on that fact as a ground to eliminate the Seasonal Class.
Understandably, it was not in anyone’s knowledge at that time that the soon-tofollow policy decision and September 2015 Order would fully address that problem
by requiring

the move to all-fixed residential distribution rates which, when

completed, would result in low and high volume seasonal customers paying the
same charge for distribution service. The significance of that decision was, and
remains, that both low and high volume customers will be paying an equal and fair
share of their costs, which was the major driver for the elimination of the Seasonal
Class.
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iii. New Fact Showing How the Move to All-Fixed Residential Distribution
Rates Changed the Customer Bill Impacts on Which the Board Based its
Decision
9.

During the rates proceeding that resulted in the March 2015 Decision, neither
Hydro One, intervenors, nor the Board could have contemplated the customer
impacts resulting from the combined effect of moving to all-fixed rates and
eliminating the Seasonal Class.

10.

While some customer bill impact information was provided in Exhibit I, Tab 7.02,
Schedule 1 Staff 94 of the Original Proceeding, that information only demonstrated
the impacts of moving seasonal customers to the year-round residential classes at
the fixed and variable rates that existed at the time. In fact, as it is now known, but
could not have been known during the Original Proceeding, those bill impacts are
not an accurate reflection of what will happen to seasonal customers as a result of
eliminating the Seasonal Class.

11.

With the new knowledge that the move to all-fixed rates applies to the Seasonal
Class, Hydro One is now able to determine and evaluate the bill impact on seasonal
customers resulting from both the move to all-fixed residential rates and the
elimination of the Seasonal Class. In particular, it is now possible to demonstrate
the incremental impact on seasonal customers as a result of eliminating the
Seasonal Class and moving to the applicable all-fixed year-round residential class
rates, as compared to the impact on seasonal customers as a result of moving to allfixed Seasonal Class rates.

12.

As detailed in Schedule “A” to this submission, the move to all-fixed rates largely
addresses the concern expressed by the Board regarding the disparity in distribution
charges between high and low volume seasonal customers and results in a
significant bill reduction for all high volume seasonal customers. The incremental
impact from eliminating the Seasonal Class is only a small bill reduction of about
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$7 per month for the subset of seasonal customers moving to the R1 residential
class, but a large incremental bill increase of about $68 per month for those
seasonal customers moving to the R2 residential class, including any high volume
seasonal customers moving to the R2 residential class.

13.

Therefore, high volume seasonal customers moving to the R2 residential class will
not benefit from the March 2015 Decision, contrary to the evidence available to the
Board at the time of that Decision and contrary to the objective stated in the March
2015 Decision that the elimination of the Seasonal Class would address the concern
of high volume seasonal customers.

14.

The information on customer bill impacts discussed above and further detailed in
Schedule “A” attached hereto was not available to the Board at the time of the
March 2015 Decision.

iv. The Subsequent Introduction of Distribution Rate Protection
15.

The Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 was amended in 2019, two years after the
March 2015 Decision, to add a new section 79.3, which established the Distribution
Rate Protection plan (“the DRP”).

The DRP, as subsequently detailed in

Regulation 198/17, applies to residential customers of certain specified electricity
distributors, including Hydro One’s R1 and R2 residential customers. Regulation
198/17 further specifies that the DRP applies only to a Hydro One R1 and R2
residential customer “if he or she resides continuously at the service address to
which the account relates for at least eight months of the year.” This is the same
criterion used in the Rural and Remote Rate Protection (“RRRP”) Regulation
442/01, which the Board has previously ruled makes seasonal customers ineligible
to receive the RRRP subsidy and therefore means that seasonal customers are also
not eligible for DRP. That new fact means that even if the Seasonal Class is
eliminated, customers in the same rate class will still be paying vastly different
distribution charges because seasonal customers moving to the R1 and R2
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residential classes will not get DRP, whereas existing R1 and R2 year-round
residential customers will. Although this disparity was understood in the context of
the RRRP subsidy for seasonal customers moving into R2 residential class,
introduction of the DRP subsidy has significantly exacerbated the problem in the
R2 residential class, where existing year-round customers will get both the RRRP
and DRP subsidies. The extent of the disparity was unknown at the time of the
March 2015 Decision.

16.

The issue of the disparity in distribution charges for customers in the R1 residential
class is even more significant because the Board and parties to the Original
Proceeding would have believed that seasonal customers moving to the R1 class
would pay the same rates as existing R1 year-round residential customers; but that
anticipated result changed completely when the DRP subsidy came into effect and
seasonal customers were not eligible to receive the subsidy.

17.

The result is that, while the Seasonal Class would be technically eliminated by the
March 2015 Decision, in practice, and in fact, seasonal customers moving to the R1
and R2 residential classes must continue to be distinctly identified for billing
purposes and will continue to pay distinctly different distribution charges from
those paid by the R1 and R2 year-round residential customers in the same class.
Hydro One submits that this is contrary to the outcome anticipated by the Board in
the March 2015 Decision.

v.
18.

The Subsequent Comment Letters from Seasonal Customers

As demonstrated by the large number of comment letters received to date1 by the
Board in response to the current proceeding (EB-2016-0315), even in advance of
having issued notice in this proceeding, seasonal customers are very interested in
the elimination of the Seasonal Class. At the time of the Original Proceeding,

1

As of September 25, 2019, 30 comment letters appear on the OEB’s website related to the current
proceeding.
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seasonal customers would not have been aware of the possibility that the Seasonal
Class could be eliminated as part of that proceeding given that this was never
considered as an option during the stakeholdering that Hydro One carried out in
exploring possible changes to the Seasonal Class in advance of the submission of
Hydro One’s 2015-2019 rates application.2 The possibility that the Seasonal Class
might be eliminated as part of the Board’s review of Hydro One’s rates application
was also not highlighted in the notice of the Original Proceeding. As such, the
Board’s decision to eliminate the Seasonal Class was based largely on the
submission of the BLC, which represents a very limited number of seasonal
customers, and was not informed by what is now known to be significant interest
from seasonal customers in the elimination of the Seasonal Class.

ERRORS IN FACT

i.

Error of Understanding that the Seasonal Class Was Not a Density-Based

Rate Class
19.

At page 48 of the March 2015 Decision, the Board wrote:

The OEB finds the arguments of BLC to be persuasive.
Hydro One has developed the technical capability to
implement and maintain density-based rates for its nonseasonal residential classes …The OEB agrees with BLC
that the existence of density-based rate classes erodes
justification for the retention of the seasonal class
…Existing seasonal class customers shall be placed in a
residential class according to their density.

2

As noted in Exhibit G1, Tab 2, Schedule 1, pages 5-7 of the Original Proceeding, Hydro One consulted
with stakeholders to review the rates for seasonal customers in accordance with the Board Decision in
Hydro One’s rates application EB-2012-0136. Hydro One consulted with stakeholders on three occasions
as part of the broader stakeholder sessions for the 2015-2019 rates application, and Hydro One also
engaged a consulting firm to conduct a series of focus groups with seasonal customers on options for
making changes to the Seasonal Class.
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20.

Hydro One submits that this quote indicates that the Board understood that the
existing Seasonal Class was not a “density-based” rate class and also shows that the
Board erred in not relying on the actual evidence on the record in the Original
Proceeding.

The evidence clearly established that the costs paid by seasonal

customers do take density into account and that Hydro One applies a density
adjustment in establishing cost causality and rates for the Seasonal Class. The
Board erred by accepting and relying on BLC’s submission, contrary to the actual
evidence, that it was necessary to move seasonal customers into another class in
order to have such customers pay density-based rates. The fact is, and the fact was
at the time of the Original Proceeding, that density is a specific consideration in
establishing the costs and rates to be paid by the Seasonal Class.

21.

As discussed in Exhibit G1, Tab 3, Schedule 1 pages 9 to 12 of Hydro One’s
evidence in the Original Proceeding, and shown in Table 3 of that Exhibit
(reproduced below), density factors are used in Hydro One’s cost allocation model
to establish the cost to serve customers in the Seasonal Class. The density factor
applied to the Seasonal Class is a value of 3.6, which is a weighted average value
that captures the fact that about 78,000 low density seasonal customers have a
density factor of 4.8 (the same as the low density year-round residential customers)
and about 70,000 medium density seasonal customers have a density factor of 1.9
(the same as the medium density residential customers). The result of applying a
3.6 density factor to the Seasonal Class is that seasonal customers, as a group, are
allocated costs that accurately reflect their density-based characteristics, without
having to abandon the other defining characteristic in determining the cost of
serving the Seasonal Class, which is its unique load characteristics.
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Table 3
Weighted average customer
c
deensity and D
Density Facttors by rate class

Rate
R
Class

Factors
Weighted
d Average Density
Customerr Density from the Density
(Cust perr km2)
Study
P

P

UR
U

470.6

1.0

R1
R

212.4

1.9

R2
R

52.2

4.8

Seasonal
S

80.8

3.6 *

UGe
U

478.2

1.0

GSe
G

145.2

2.4*

UGd
U

484.8

1.0

GSd
G

164.4

2.2*

* Interpolated
I
per Figure 1

ii.

Error of Not Co
oncluding That the L
Load Charracteristics of Seasonaal

Customerss are Sufficiently Diffferent from
m their Neeighbours tto Justify a
Separate Rate
R
Class
22. At page 48 of the Marcch 2015 Deccision, the B
Board stated that it “is nnot convinceed
ad characterristics of seasonal custoomers are ssufficiently ddifferent from
m
that the loa
their neighb
bours in the residential classes
c
to juustify the conntinuation off the seasonaal
class”.

23. Hydro One submits thatt, in coming to that concclusion:

a)

the Bo
oard disregarrded the evidence proviided in the E
Exhibit I, Scchedule 7.01,
Schedu
ule 8- FOCA
A3 and Exhib
bit I, Scheduule 7.02, Schhedule 6- VE
ECC 93 of thhe
Originaal Proceedin
ng, both of which
w
clearlyy showed thaat the load ccharacteristiccs
are significantly different between
b
yeear-round reesidential aand seasonaal
mers; and
custom
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b)

the Bo
oard also dissregarded th
he testimonyy of Mr. Andre, provideed in the oraal
hearing
g Transcriptt Volume 7 of the Origginal Proceeeding, pages 47 and 488,
which highlighted
d the distincct differencee in the loaad characteriistics of thhe
dential classes. As Mr. Andre noteed, for the R
R1 residentiaal
seasonal and resid
class “ … 80 per cent or higher all consum
me more thann 500 kilowaatts and abouut
20 per cent would consume lesss than 500 kkilowatts, w
where … if yoou look at thhe
ou'd see the reverse. Y
You'd see 80 per cent of customerrs
seasonal class, yo
consum
ming less thaan 500 and 20
2 per cent coonsuming m
more.”

24. Hydro One further subm
mits, as evid
dence of thiss second errror by the Board, that thhe
evidence in
n this procceeding included no aanalysis of how the demonstrateed
differences in seasonal customer lo
oad characterristics impacct the allocaated costs annd
rates for the
t
Seasonaal Class on which too make a determination that thhe
characteristtics are not “sufficiently
“
different” too warrant a sseparate ratee class.
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SUBMISSION ON THE MERITS OF THE MOTION TO REVIEW AND REVISE
THE BOARD’S DECISION, AND ORDER REQUESTED

25.

Hydro One states that its above submission on the threshold issue includes its
additional submission on the merits of the motion to review and revise the Board’s
Decision. Hydro One therefore requests that the Board rely on the submission on
the threshold issue, as well as on the evidence in the proceeding that led to the
March 2015 Decision, to:

i.

find that Hydro One has met the threshold required for the Board to
proceed to review and revise its March 2015 Decision to eliminate the
Seasonal Class;

ii.

find that the March 2015 Decision should be revised so as not to
eliminate the Seasonal Class;

iii.

find that Hydro One should proceed with the Board’s previously
approved move to all-fixed residential distribution rates for the
Seasonal Class.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY MICHAEL ENGELBERG PER
HENRY ANDRE

Michael Engelberg
Counsel to Hydro One Networks Inc.
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SCHE
EDULE “A
A”

1.

The inform
mation summarized in Taable 10 of the updated Seasonal Repport filed witth
the Board on
o July 19, 2019 (“2019 Seasonal Reeport”), reprooduced beloow, breaks ouut
the end-statte impacts on
n seasonal customers
c
intto two compponents: (a) the impact oof
just moving
g to all-fixed
d Seasonal Class
C
distribuution rates (ccolumns 3 annd 4); and (bb)
the increm
mental impacct resulting from elimiinating the Seasonal C
Class per thhe
Board’s Deecision (e.g. columns 5 and 6 show
w the impacct on seasonnal customerrs
moving to the
t R2 resid
dential class all-fixed disstribution rat
ates, and coluumns 7 and 8
show the im
mpact on seaasonal custom
mers movingg to the R1 residential cclass all-fixeed
distribution
n rates ).

2.

The breakout of bill im
mpacts provid
ded in Tablee 10 demonstrates that thhe bulk of thhe
benefit for all high vollume season
nal customerrs comes froom the movve to all-fixeed
h results in a 15% ($31
1.45) reductiion in the tootal bill for a 1000 kW
Wh
rates, which
customer. The
T incremeental impactt from eliminnation of thee seasonal cllass results iin
only an additional redu
uction of 3%
% ($6.51) inn the bill fo
for high voluume seasonaal
m
to th
he R1 residen
ntial class buut an increasse of 33% ($$69.44) in thhe
customers moving
bill for high
h volume seeasonal customers moviing to the R
R2 residentiaal class. This
information
n about the small increm
mental bill rreductions fo
for the subseet of seasonaal
customers moving to the R1 ressidential claass being aat the expeense of largge
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incrementall bill increasses for those seasonal cuustomers movving to the R
R2 residentiaal
class was no
ot available to the Board
d at the time of the Marcch 2015 Decision.

3.

The bill im
mpacts presen
nted in the evidence
e
avaailable to thee Board at thhe time of itts
March 2015 Decision (per Table 2 in Exhib it I, Tab 7.02, Schedulle 1 Staff 994
reproduced below) werre based on seasonal
s
cusstomers payiing the fixedd and variablle
rates that ex
xisted at thee time for th
he year-rounnd residentiaal classes (i.ee. not the alllfixed rates that we now
w know thee year-roundd residentiall classes aree moving too).
nce showed that the low
w volume seeasonal custtomers moviing to the R
R2
That eviden
residential class (and not
n eligible for RRRP) would experience a siignificant biill
increase off 111.4%, bu
ut it also sho
owed that a typical voluume custom
mer would seee
only moderrate increasee of 21.4% and
a a high voolume custoomer would aactually see a
reduction of 1.5% in theeir bills.

4.

k
but could
c
not haave been knnown duringg the Originaal
In fact, as it is now known
Proceeding that led to
o the March
h 2015 Deciision, those bill impactts are not aan
accurate reeflection of what will happen.

T
The combinned impact on seasonaal

customers moving
m
to the R2 resid
dential class as a result of the movve to all-fixeed
rates and th
he eliminatio
on of the Seeasonal Classs will be a hhigher 129%
% increase foor
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low volume customers, a not so moderate 60% increase for typical consumption
customers, and an 18% increase for high volume customers instead of the bill
reduction that the Board would have anticipated in reaching its March 2015
Decision.3

5.

While the combined impact on seasonal customers moving to the R1 residential
class as a result of the move to all-fixed rates and the elimination of the Seasonal
Class is not as dramatically different from the information available to the Board at
the time of the March 2015 Decision and what we now know to be the case, there
are still notable differences, as can be seen by comparing the total bill impacts in
Table 2 of Exhibit I, Tab 7.02, Schedule 1 Staff 94 to what we now know the
impacts to be as shown in Table 10 of the 2019 Seasonal Report. The most notable
of those differences is that instead of the 22% bill reduction that the Board would
have anticipated for high volume seasonal customers moving to the R1 residential
class, those customers will actually only see an 18% bill reduction – while those
two numbers may not seem significantly different, what is critically different from
the information available to the Board at the time of its March 2015 Decision is that
15% of the bill reduction results from the move to all-fixed rates and only 3%
results from the elimination of the Seasonal Class.

3

The combined impacts are the sum of the impacts from moving to all-fixed rates and eliminating the
seasonal class as shown in Table 10. The combined impacts are also provided in Table 9 of the 2019
Seasonal Report.

